Artist’s Statement
My work reflects the psyche and draws on narratives stretching centuries through wood block installations, prints, and artist’s books. Pliny the Elder’s descriptions of the inhabited world, the Nuremberg Chronicle, world mythology, and modern visual narratives, are among the sources for my artwork. The similarity in tales of gods, monsters, and humanity through our cultures are connective. These stories, passed down in written form or told in an oral tradition, lie at the root of ritualistic and personal belief.

Starting from a young age, I’ve consumed comic books. In addition to the adventures of modern mythological figures like Wonder Woman, the Sandman, or my pre-teen personal hero Roberto DaCosta (Sunspot) I’m fascinated with the manner in which these characters arcs are told: the clever marriage of words and images, strong graphics, and the sequential panels forming the
narrative. Storytelling is fundamental to the work. My bookwork relies on more common modes of communication: the tactility of paper + printmaking + text + image implies an immersive story for the reader.

Emotional and voyeuristic while exploring common themes of mortality, these books live in an ambiguous and often disturbing world. They are creations reflecting fears, doubts, deficiencies, and inner thoughts. By engaging universal allegories and individual experiences, I hope viewers consider the relationship between our private realities and the outside world.
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